Insight Upgrade
Webfocus 8

Reasons for upgrade:
• Operating system on current system is at end of life. Will be moving to a more robust and efficient server.
• Webfocus is upgrading from Webfocus 7 to Webfocus 8.
• Using this as opportunity to improve navigation and security.
• Implement new security model.

Navigation and Security Improved:
• Current Insight allows for only 1 dashboard per group.
• Each group will now contain 3 tabs instead of 1. They will have a tab for public, private and restricted reports so the data stewards will have more control of security for their portals and reports.
• Simpler Navigation. Will have single portal with multiple tabs based on individuals security without having to change dashboards.
• Can lock down a report to a single individual.

New Security Model
• Each group will have 3 tabs.
• Public tab – Will not have reports that have PII information. Has information like our current University view does.
• Private tab – Will contain PII information for reports in that group.
• Restricted tab – Will contain information that the Data Stewards consider sensitive information for a more restricted audience. This will replace our Confidential dashboards that we have now.

Changes to Webfocus 8 report writer tools.
• MRE is going away and being replaced with Info Assist. This is a richer GUI tool that is easier to use and looks more like Microsoft products.
• Developer Studio is going away and being replaced by Application Studio.

Miscellaneous changes to new Insight
• Look and feel of the new Insight looks more like www.unco.edu to give it a feeling of the other web pages of the University.
• We are creating new groups for Insight. They are Admissions, Graduate School, Registrar and also new groups for each college (CEBS, HSS, PVA and MCB).
• We are removing existing groups that are no longer being used because of security concerns or the dashboard reports were no longer being used or the reports made more sense to be included in another group.
• The groups that will be removed are University, Academic, Student, Blackboard, Book Store, Counseling Services, Response Team, Aims, and Facilities. These dashboards contained widely varying information and reports.
• IRAS will be working to redistribute these reports based on use which portal(s) it makes sense for them to be in.
• Please open a TSC ticket if there is a report that you had access to but no longer have.